EMPOWER YOUR STAFF WITH MODERN DEVICES

Create and maintain a secure modern workplace.
To perform at their best, your staff need the latest tech. They want features and apps that save time and increase productivity.

As an IT professional, you want secure devices that offer flexibility, and a management and maintenance process that saves time, reduces repetitive tasks, and is great value for money.

*Brennan IT’s modern device service is more than just leasing* – we can even help you with selection, set-up and support, right through to decommissioning.
Devices for every working style

Everyone works differently and giving your staff the right device for their role can significantly increase their productivity. Brennan IT’s partnership with HPI means that you can provide your staff with a range of top-of-the-line modern devices to suit any working style. But it doesn’t stop there. We also provide you with a range of procurement services that will make your life simpler, all at a low by-the-month price.

Executive

**HP X360 1030 G3**
- 4WW21PA + M365 Business
Powerful and secure, yet light and slender, the HP X360 is perfect for power users with substantial data and performance needs (two options available). Delivers longer battery life, and a comprehensive suite of security tools.

$86 per month (ex GST)

Mobile

**HP Elite X2 1013 G3**
- 4WD04PA + M365 Business
Combines the power of a PC with the mobility of a tablet. Flexible and portable, with no compromise on performance.

$88 per month (ex GST)

Office

**HP Elitebook 840 G5**
- 3TU06PA + M365 Business
Ideal for everyday office users. Stylishly crafted and highly secure, this ultra-thin laptop will support your employees to perform at their best.

$76 per month (ex GST)

1. Prices quoted are per device, per month. 36 month term (valid for 12 months).
Limited offer procurement services

Not only will Brennan IT supply you with the latest devices, we will help you to get the hardware you need, faster.

Included with this limited offer is:

• Same day SLA on quote requests and/or order queries
• Easy ordering of new devices and licenses via dedicated procurement email address
• Creation of local stock pool of commonly ordered devices to reduce turn-around times to either same or next day availability
• Direct access to Hardware and Software specialists for ongoing device configuration recommendations, product advice, order queries, urgent orders via phone and email
• Access to large pool of demo equipment from our key vendors – providing an opportunity to test products before making a buying decision.

Our packages are specially designed to reduce the burden of device procurement on your team.

Limited offer Microsoft 365 as-standard

Our devices supplied by Brennan IT come with Microsoft 365 included as-standard, delivering you the security and innovation of Windows 10, powered by Intel.

With in-built protection for your information and devices, plus automatic security updates and a range of exciting new tools, Microsoft 365 is designed to enable a truly modern workplace.

Additional managed device services we can provide

The expectations on today’s IT professionals are high. Managing a mobile and flexible workforce, while maintaining security and ensuring scalability and cost-effectiveness, is a demanding responsibility.

Brennan IT’s comprehensive support services have been created to help busy IT teams with maintaining and managing the range of devices and apps that are now the norm in the modern workplace. With services including day-to-day 24/7 technical support, data back-up and recovery, user account and profile management, mobile device management, and device and application support, we can help relieve the demands on your IT team, at great-value, low monthly prices.

In addition, we can commission and migrate your devices to M365, with little hands-on involvement at your end, so you can spend your time on more valuable tasks.

Our complete range of managed device services include:

• Monthly asset reporting
• Simple asset recovery and certified data wipes
• 24/7 technical support
• Data back-up and recovery
• User account and profile management
• Mobile device management
• Pre-delivery imaging services
• Single sign-on
• Automated deployment of devices using cloud-based configurations
• Ongoing device and security updates
• Multi-factor Authentication set-up.
Limited time only – added procurement services

Sign-up before the end of **February 2019** and you can enjoy extra value from Brennan IT’s modern device packages. The following additional services will be included at no extra cost, so you can choose the right devices and get up-and-running faster.

**Same day service**

We know it is crucial to have the right device in the right hands, at the right time. Brennan IT will provide you with same day quotes and next day device availability to ensure that your people get the devices they need, faster.

**Dedicated support**

Brennan IT’s team of hardware and software experts are on-hand to help with your enquiries – whether it be device advice or software questions.

---

**Why Brennan IT?**

When it comes to technology, Brennan IT is a trusted partner for hundreds of organisations around Australia. Our modern device solutions provide you with value-added services over the lifetime of the asset, reducing overheads, improving flexibility, and delivering the peace of mind of knowing that your teams have the right devices and applications to work productively and securely.

**Limited offer**

To access Brennan IT’s bonus services, call us today on **1300 500 000** email **marketing@brennanit.com.au** or visit us online at **brennanit.com.au**. Offer available until **28 February 2019**.